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Please see in this document Farmer Frog's letter to Snohomish County regarding the restoration 

and conservation efforts happening at Paradise Farm, also known as The Lloyd Family Estate, 

located off the trailhead in the Paradise Valley Conservation Area.  Because you are considered a 

Friend of Paradise Valley Conservation Area, you are receiving this document to update you on 

our progress over the past five years. We appreciate your efforts on behalf of conservation, 

sustainable farming, and our future generations. 

 

Please feel free to reach out to me if you have any questions or would like to share ideas with us. 

 

Zsofia Pasztor 

Founder Co-Executive Director 

Farmer Frog 

zsofia@farmerfrog.org  
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The Honorable Dave Somers 

Snohomish County Executive 

3000 Rockefeller Avenue M/S 407 

Everett, WA 98201 

 

November 7, 2019 

 

Dear Executive Somers: 

FARMER FROG (Foundation for Sustainable Community DBA Farmer Frog 20-2112828, a 

501(c)3 nonprofit) is writing to you today to  

1) provide a summary of the current state of affairs at Paradise Farm, Paradise Valley 

Conservation Area (PVCA) as required by the 2004 PVCA Adaptive Management Plan, and  

2) to ask for Snohomish County to honor its agreement with the Lloyd Family “to ensure that the 

Lloyd Family Farmstead property be retained forever in its open space and historical condition.” 

As part of the sales agreement, “Davey and Elizabeth established a ‘Life Estate’ on 31-acres of 

the property where their family home, barn, and farm buildings are located.” (2004, Paradise 

Valley Conservation Area Adaptive Management Plan, pp 2). 

FARMER FROG 

Since 2009, Farmer Frog has provided programs that support people of all ages from diverse 

cultures, backgrounds, needs and living conditions by providing equal access to healthy, nutritious, 

safe and affordable food produced within their own communities while natural ecosystems and 

wildlife habitats are protected. We help build and maintain edible school gardens and we teach 

educators how to use these spaces as outdoor classrooms.  

Hands-on STEM education is often expensive or focused on machines and technology without 

connecting it with the natural environment. Farmer Frog is changing this by enabling everyone to 

experience all school subjects —Robotics, English, Math, History, Art and more—in these garden 

spaces right where they are, in school every day. During the past ten years we have developed 

several programs and established a vast network of partnerships. Today Farmer Frog serves over 

25,000 people and runs 18-22 sites depending on the season. 

Farmer Frog’s Mission is: Sprouting Simple Change. Growing kids, cultivating community and 

nurturing habitat for all living things through real food. 
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We accomplish these goals by: 

 Practicing year-round intense urban and small-scale agriculture. 

 Utilizing regenerative permaculture and season extender technologies to produce 365 days 

a year. 

 Connecting better-off households with members in the community who are overcoming 

deep running societal barriers yet are the future leaders of our world. 

 Providing curriculum to teachers and schools and training to the interested public. 

 Repurposing underutilized sites, materials and resources. 

 

 

Farmer Frog’s growing techniques help to restore urban and rural ecosystems by turning 

underutilized spaces into environmentally sound, food producing farms and gardens.  These edible 

gathering spaces feed people who otherwise would not have the means or ability to eat fresh healthy 

food. We involve people and co-learn with them to bridge social gaps between different groups by 

literally bringing everyone to the table to eat! 
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PARADISE FARM: A HISTORY 

The Lloyd family immigrated from Wales and began looking to homestead in Washington 

Territory somewhere in the 1870-80’s. The area became called Maltby, which means settlement in 

Welsh. The Lloyd Family Estate, which was homesteaded by the family during the 1880s and 

officially granted to James and Eliza Lloyd in 1898, was purchased in 2000 from Davey, Jessie 

and Elizabeth Lloyd. The Lloyd family raised an average of 25 cattle and 60 sheep a year, pasturing 

their farm animals east of Paradise Lake road across from their large log cabin, barns, and 

equipment storage buildings. When Farmer Frog assumed the lease in 2017, the homestead was 

re-named to Paradise Farm as it is Paradise on Earth.  

Paradise Farm is located in the heart of the Paradise Valley Conservation Area (PVCA), a beautiful 

663.31 acre site with abundant forest areas, wetlands, and free flowing streams. A significant 

portion of the headwaters of the Bear Creek watershed is located on site. That watershed system, 

which includes Cottage Lake Creek and many other tributaries, has one of the most productive 

salmon streams in the Sammamish River System. 

Since 2014, Farmer Frog has been working hard to restore the farm and add new modern and smart 

infrastructure. Farmer Frog has been giving all we have to this project and we are now asking the 

community and our local leaders to meet us on this journey and help us with the necessary funding 

to preserve this historic farm and biodiverse habitat. Sites like this are rare anymore and contribute 

irreplaceable attributes to our world locally and globally. We are privileged to have something this 

special right here in our community.   
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PARADISE FARM: THE PAST FIVE YEARS 

1. Fall of 2014 

Farmer Frog first saw the Lloyd Estate in the middle of November 2014. The County had 

called several local farm operations to view the site and make a proposal for leasing the 

land in order to keep it in educational farming use.  

The site was mostly blackberries, scotch broom, English holly with acres of random piles 

of farming equipment and garbage under all the weeds. The buildings were in great 

disrepair and we could not even tell if all the posts and important structural parts were, in 

fact, there.  

The other farm operators left without much conversation because it was very clear that the 

farm was not a place for tilling, row cropping or any type of production anytime soon. 

Farmer Frog, however, felt it was a diamond in the rough. We stayed and checked it all out.  

Our team recognized that our connections to the local schools and colleges, our work with 

habitat restoration, rain garden development and stormwater management work as well as 

our educational curriculum would be able to fill the space with full time programming once 

it was renovated and completed.  

After the meeting Farmer Frog’s team wrote up a 20-page proposal and submitted it to 

Snohomish County Parks & Recreation. We proposed to establish Farmer Frog’s 

headquarters at this location, creating a living breathing farming education center for the 

community.  

Farmer Frog’s vision at Paradise was to not only honor the Lloyd family’s desire to keep 

the site as an educational farm, but to also utilize 21st century sustainable agriculture 

techniques in our farming practices and honor the landscape’s South Coast Salish history, 

which goes back at least 15 millennia. 
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2. 2015 

Our proposal was accepted, and we began volunteering at the farm as a temporary clean-

up crew. The first community meeting at the farm was February 23, 2015, where over 60 

people came to see what our plans were. The family members shared their greatest concern 

was that the structures on the site were preserved and repaired. 

At Farmer Frog we took this concern to heart. Many of our team members are registered 

Tribal members and a large portion of our team are refugees and immigrants from their 

indigenous nations. They respect the thousands of years of history of the South Coast Salish 

Tribes in the Paradise Valley area.  

Descendants of the homesteaders told us that the Lloyd Family chose this spot because they 

found no permanent Native village here. However, what they did not realize is that the 

forest is considered to be a sacred gathering place and is used as ceremonial ground by 

Coastal Salish Tribes. To this day, if warring Tribes meet in the Paradise Valley area they 

seek to create peace and honor life together. 

At that meeting we promised we would help the County with site repairs and restoring the 

structures as best as we can. However, Farmer Frog also committed to introducing modern 

and smart technologies for the 21st century and beyond.  We feel that this is in keeping 

with the spirit of the Lloyd’s intention and they would do the same if they still lived on and 

farmed the land today. As we work the site, Farmer Frog respects the historical significance 

of every single thing we find at the farm. 

In May Farmer Frog brought in 60 goats to eat away the weed cover and expose the debris 

so it could be removed. Week after week, volunteer group after volunteer group, we were 

cleaning the farm and the old buildings.  

We soon realized that the farm was a favorite strolling spot for local wildlife. Bears, 

bobcats, coyotes and smaller critters all paid their visit to us regularly, quietly and 

curiously. We felt it was important that we protect them by finding a way to grow our crops 

without these critters destroying our plants or killing our livestock  

We reached out to Jane Hutchinson, who was working with Western Wildlife Outreach 

their researcher on Bear Smart, because of our shared understanding about the importance 

of urban and suburban wildlife habitat. 
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3. 2016 

Jane Hutchinson agreed that the site was prime black bear habitat and she wanted to help 

our organization understand the forest-farm relationship better. In June 2016, she did the 

first site check in response to a black bear siting at the old cabin and confirmed black bear 

activity around the historic barn and in the upper pastures. We agreed to start monitoring 

with trail cameras and regular site checks in order to assess the habitat and the wildlife 

further. 

The goats were working, eating away the weeds and exposing debris we would load into 

large dumpsters and have hauled away. Many local groups, company teams and individuals 

joined us each work party to help. We kept everything usable we found, building materials 

and old items clearly part of some old equipment or tool. We were collecting these so we 

could someday find a metal artist who would help us create art with them. We were also 

collecting some to use down the road as part of our barn restoration work since we wanted 

to restore the heritage barns as authentically as possible. The milk barn was restored from 

the ground up during the summer. An Eagle Scout and his team did this wonderful work. 

The building turned out beautiful and looks old, yet everything was redone. The siding is 

made of some of the old lumber we found that was milled for this project as siding. The 

window was also completely rebuilt. We were grateful for this incredible help as this 

project gave us a strong baseline of what we want to see done with the buildings.  

We received some funding from Whole Foods and used it to build our very first hoophouse 

on the farm. It was finished during the fall of 2016 and we placed the pieces of a small 

aquaponic system we had built inside. We were planning to complete this unit and get it 

operational by the following year as funding would allow.  

Once the main barn was cleaned out enough to be usable, we placed strawbales for seating 

and started our hands-on learning activities for the local schools we were already partnering 

with. Farmer Frog’s team built raised beds using old pallets and grew a good crop of 

squashes and beets for the school programs where we shared the fresh produce. 

Little by little the farm was looking better each week. By Thanksgiving the goats got most 

of the very weedy areas cleared and started to climb into the newly exposed, yet very old, 

120+ y old apple trees. The herd was pulled from the site and. It was now up to us to jump 

into the next phase.  
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4. 2017 

2017 unfolded as a very big year for the site. Our contract with Parks was signed in the 

spring and some of the volunteer work done at the farm accumulated toward our payments 

earning us many years paid towards the lease. 

With the help of Comcast, Eastside Leadership, Global Social Business Partners, and 

NAIOP we were able to bring about a huge shift at the farm. This volunteer team of building 

professionals helped us with as many projects as they could, most importantly getting us 

started with a lot of specific structures so we could finish them and continue to build on 

them.  

Parks helped by providing the gravel and some of the other needed material for the new 

farm road, bear fences, and restoration plantings during the fall events. The new gravel road 

follows the old outline but was much safer and enables large school and tour buses to enter 

the area and turn around with ease.  

We built three more hoophouses and jumped ahead with the aquaponic installations. We 

removed a lot of weeds, scotch broom, blackberry, invasive non-native plants and planted 

large edible forest garden areas, hundreds of woody plants and lots of veggies, mushrooms 

and herbs. 550 people came to volunteer and NAIOP contributed with time and materials 

over 600,000 dollars.  

During the NAIOP event we did our best to continue cleaning up the place and get rid of 

the old garbage from the area. A large pile was pulled together just at the edge of the stream, 

the headwaters to Bear Creek, near the back of the farm. The decades-old pile had been 

dragged out and spread about by scavenging animals. Volunteers pulled the refuse back 

into one area. The County tested the water and found no pollution in the stream nearby. 

The well tested as good water too. We were relieved to learn this yet felt removing the 

garbage should be priority since it is in the middle of an important habitat. 

Farmer Frog started monitoring wildlife in the area using a couple of cameras at first, 

strategically placed and regularly checked. We encountered the local predators and birds 

ourselves at times and observed their scat and markings often. The data was coming in 

quickly each week and our wildlife program started to be formulated under a new title we 

call ‘Bear with Me!” 

We developed a plan to collaborate with Western Wildlife Outreach and demonstrate good 

livestock management and non-lethal predator management. The forest is home to many 
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dozens of black bears, coyotes, several bobcats, cougars, and raptors. The best management 

demonstration projects are part of the Bear with Me! Program. This included bringing 

livestock guardian dogs to the farm who can be the ambassadors of their kinds to people, 

especially youth. Fergus, a Kangal puppy arrived to his first training home in Mount Vernon 

in the fall of 2017 where we visited him as he was getting used to small farm setting and 

preparing for his move to Paradise. 

2017 
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2017 continued 
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5. 2018 

We made sure to continue the farm revitalization and addition of growing areas. Our 

programs continued and expanded. With NAIOP we had the large barn floor graveled and 

the sides cleaned out. It enabled us to gather and take breaks during the long work days. 

We kept hosting big work parties, many local and national companies and groups would 

come and help us as we continued on planting and building the farm. 

Our partnerships with many organizations helped too. For example, UW Bothell scheduled 

several capstone projects at the farm. In 2016 we had our first solar net-metered panel 

installed. In 2017 they came and built a small biodigester suitable to heat one of the 

aquaponic hoophouses. In 2018 they helped us organize our first running race and designed 

a smart bear fencing that can recognize it if a bear is approaching. These projects are very 

important. Students who rarely had an opportunity to connect with the natural environment 

are able to work on professionally relevant projects while they are outside focusing on a 

habitat and farm related goal. We also hosted several large corporate team building events. 

During 2018 we planted over 200 fruit trees, lots of shrubs, perennials and annual 

vegetables. The produce was shared with local school groups and nearby foodbanks.  

In the spring Fergus and his Mentor, Sirius, moved to the farm with their small herd of 

goats. They were very effective right away and the bears and coyotes showed a shift in their 

behavior, staying more to the edges of the farm. Our caretaker team also moved onto the 

site to watch over the livestock and make sure the farm is always in good order.  

We worked carefully to repair and renovate the sides, walls and support posts of the 100+ 

year-old animal barn for the goats, chickens and dogs. We were able to do the stabilization 

work without removing the roof or disturbing any of the major structural elements on the 

building. We respect the historic qualities of the farm and pay attention to detail when we 

work to restore structures.  

Parks hired a surveyor team and a geotechnical engineer to create the needed base 

documents for the parking lot design. Our son, Szabolcs Pasztor EIT and Derek Hann PE 

from the Snohomish Conservation District agreed to complete the Civil engineering plans 

for the parking lot as a pro-bono service.  

Jeanette Henderson, the family’s representative in the NW who is in contact with us and 

the County, helped to invite a log house expert to the farm so we could learn what needs to 

be done to restore the old farmhouse. He told us that the house was in a shape still worthy 
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of restoration, yet needed repair. It could be saved and used for a long time to come if the 

right renovation is completed. He said the chimney needs repair or sealing by an expert. 

During the spring Governor Inslee released a proclamation naming Paradise Farm and 

Farmer Frog as part of the statewide bear safety program. Our work with Bear Smart and 

Western Wildlife Outreach (WWO) resulted in us receiving the Wildlife Wise certification 

from WWO. We then completed our first wildlife monitoring report covering Phase One 

of habitat assessment and presented it at the “Wildlife for All” event later that year to the 

Department of Fish & Wildlife and the general public. 

While we had the ability to start up our smart bear fencing, we still needed more materials 

and more work hours in order to complete it. It is one of the largest projects at the farm and, 

as fence lines often require, it isn’t enough to build the fencing it must be maintained and 

constantly repaired if there are breeches.  

For example, a tree fell on the chain link line along Paradise Lake road and created a breech. 

We asked Parks to repair it and were told the fence belongs to Public Works. Public Works 

told us it is Parks. The fence is still broken and we are waiting for someone to ‘own’ it as 

their repair project at the County. 

Summer of 2018 brought a wide range of school age summer campers, the Native Youth 

drumming circle, storytelling and passionate young musicians playing live in the large barn 

on the stage. Linda Neunzig brought a group of folks from the County on a big tour bus 

who toured the farm and learned about the public-nonprofit partnership because our work 

is one of the flagship projects for many at the County. 

Our first annual festival was held in October as well as our first ever fundraiser dinner. We 

raised just enough money to breakeven but the dinner was amazing, we built wonderful 

new relationships and strengthened our existing networking.  

We closed the year with our first Barter Fair which we held in the large old barn and a 

winter bird count. The forest and the farm are teaming with wildlife. During the 2018 

season we even collected images of river otters along the stream! We were disappointed 

that the large garbage pile right by the main wildlife activity area is still there and the 

County had no funding available to remove it, but the presence of such rich diversity 

reassured us that our farming practices are in fact supporting the ecosystem and helping the 

environment. 
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2018 continued 
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6. 2019 

2019 came in with speed. January was a fairly warm month enabling us to host several large 

groups, including students from the YMCA. We planted thousands of peas in the garden 

areas not only for spring crops but simply to help us building the soil. The farm has soil 

conditions that are very tough. It has almost no cation exchange capacity and is compacted 

and full of rock with very little organic matter. Over the past few seasons we were adding 

woody mulch and rich compost layered in spring and in the fall. We follow a no-till regimen 

to minimize emissions and increase carbon capture and conserve water as much as possible.  

The snow that followed the warm month was not easy. We had to spend 5-6 hours each day 

just sweeping the roofs of the barns and hoophouses because the snow was wet and heavy. 

The power went down with trees falling on the wires and we were without electricity for 

days. Our aquaponic systems were freezing up and we were losing plants in large numbers 

in our pipes. We lost one of the hoophouses to snow in February. With the help of several 

groups—Comcast, Whole Foods, Expedia, T-Mobile and Leadership Eastside—we were 

able to rebuild it before the fall.  

We added another 250 fruit trees, thousands of shrubs and perennials, three bee hives, and 

two outdoor stages for the STEAM education programs. We wrapped up the food court 

project with beautiful seating areas, raised food growing beds and outdoor cooking setup. 

We also received a teepee as a gift and raised it in June. Our Native team members came 

with their friends whose medicine is ceremonial dance and song and they blessed the teepee 

and the land. We were given teachings around the teepee and how to share it best with the 

community. 

We also built a sound garden which quickly turned into a favorite spot for most of the young 

visitors. The farm is becoming a destination and a true farming education center for the 

community. We share large volume of foods with the nearby food pantries of the YMCA 

and Hopelink and we give to local school backpack programs as well. Our summer camps 

are well attended and most of the families tell us they will be back next summer.  

We started Phase II of our “Bear with Me!” Program. We now have permanent camera 

locations for collecting data with the goal of habitat enhancement and restoration of the 

corridors so wildlife will have safe nesting grounds and enough food to eat without 

regularly coming into the farm. We continued our fence building work. It is moving forward 

slowly because we have limited funding and it is a very large project. But it is moving 

forward. 
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Over the years we collected a whole lot of beautiful and interesting old things we found on 

the farm. From equipment pieces to building materials and even household items. We saved 

everything that was usable or looked intriguing because we hope to use these in our 

restoration projects or repurpose them as art.  

We write grants, ask for donations and knock on every door for funding support because 

every time we ask the Parks for help, we are told the County has no money for these 

projects. We are told that the site is a priority but it is in line behind a lot of other more 

important development projects Parks is working on like Kayak Point and new construction 

in the Lake Stevens area.  For a while we thought Parks had money set aside for the site in 

order to fulfill their promise to the Lloyd family and the original purchase agreement, but 

then we learned that the funds are not there. Even small things such as repairing electrical 

lines to one of the barns so power will be restored to this building was on hold for over 18-

months until very recently, all due to lack of funding. 

We succeeded in receiving the PUD Planet Power grant for solar installation at the farm. 

But the grant did not include coverage for battery backup. It will be net-metered. Therefore, 

if the grid goes down, and it goes down in the winter often, our farm will still be faced with 

damage to high value crops and equipment. We really need help with creating a battery 

backup for the system because lack of power at the farm for days costs Farmer Frog a lot 

of money and effort.  

Because we needed a leak fixed in the well area, on October 1st the County maintenance 

crew came out and brought a large excavator. The machine was able to fit perfectly where 

the work needed to take place but when a pipe had to go in, instead of going around the old 

water tower, the crew tore it down and crumbled it along with much of our saved old metal! 

We cannot describe how heartbroken we were when we saw what they did.  

At first, instead of apologizing, they said we asked them to do it! They also said it wasn’t 

even historic. Well, the family built it so it came with the farm and because it was over 50 

y old, it was a heritage structure. But even if it was only a year old, would that mean the 

County can just destroy structures on the site because they are not old enough? We started 

to question if they will drive a backhoe through the newly planted orchards and one-year 

old hoophouses next?  

Following this very sad event, we met with Parks on November 1st at the site and they 

apologized. We asked Parks to stop all work around the house. We asked not to cap the 
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chimneys or do any work because we were worried that they might end up damaging the 

house. We reminded the team that the farm must be repaired and preserved and we need 

help to find the funding as this project is old and time is of the essence if we are to preserve 

it well.  

Farmer Frog is prepared to save this farm and we will do whatever it takes to do so. We 

also know that the County and Parks made a commitment to preserve the historic site and 

all the structures. They promised it to the family and they promised it to us - a nonprofit 

organization and as such we represent the community of Snohomish County and anyone 

else with an interest in this site. We don’t believe the restoration should be shouldered by 

just Parks or Farmer Frog. This should be a County and even State-wide effort and a focus 

that many Puget Sound area agencies support. 

2019 
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2019 continued 
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WHAT FARMER FROG NEEDS: 

● General Operational Funds to cover administrative overhead such as wages and operating 

expenses at Paradise Farm for 3-5 years (Immediate Need):  $375,000 / annually 

● Amend Farmer Frog / Snohomish County contract to integrate permanent vegetation’s 

cost for sourcing and planting and to include structures that are to stay at the site 

regardless of Farmer Frog’s presence or not, such as food forest and orchard plantings 

and structures added for the farm. We are asking to count these as paying the lease 

forward even if it exceeds the current 21 y outlook. (2019-2020) 

● Address the RCO Conversion issue. We would like the County to help us address the 

State’s position that what Farmer Frog is doing is a conversion of the original intention of 

the 2004 Adaptive Management Plan and request a rule change. Farmer Frog is continuing 

the historic use of the site, which was a farm for over 145 years, with updated methods. We 

practice conservation agriculture techniques that monitor, enhance, and protect habitat for 

all living things. Paradise Farm is currently being certified “Salmon Safe” and is in the 

process of receiving “Wildlife Friendly Farming” certification at the national level. We 

also just received the Environmental Excellence Award from the Washington State Nursery 

and Landscaper Association (2019-2020). 

● Perimeter Farm Fencing needs to be finished. Fencing is essential for proper farm system 

management: $20,000 (2019-2020). 

● Restoration of the lower barn and woodshed buildings so we can finish our wash pack 

station and set up our coolers here. We have the needed equipment and are ready to set 

this up. We need support with closing in the walls and getting electricity in the barn. 

$10,000 (2019-2020).  

● Commercial learning kitchen in the farmhouse: We have talked with the health department 

and can do a teaching commercial kitchen set-up. We will need a septic system and 

modernization of some of the interior areas. $150,000 (2020-2021). 

● Restoration of the water tower – we are asking for support and financial help to restore the 

water tower as close as possible to resemble its historic condition the County crew 

destroyed $TBD (2020) 

● Library, museum, classrooms and office spaces in the original historic home (farmhouse). 

We are asking for help and funding support through local businesses and experts to help 
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with the restoration of this amazing building originating in the 1880s. This is a time 

sensitive project. $250,000 (2020-2021) 

● Parking lot construction since the design is completed for it – we are asking for help and 

support to build the parking lot as it is designed, complete with stormwater filtering rain 

gardens and beautiful planted areas. This lot will help Parks in general as parking at the 

trailhead needs to be addressed sooner than later for public safety. -- $180;000 (2020) 

● Solar energy storage (Tesla batteries) for the farm, batteries and hook up in case the grid 

goes down — $130,000; (2020-2021) 

● Technology enhanced classroom and gathering space in the large historic barn: Restoration 

of the upper barn so we can have ADA flooring, insulation, repair foundation, repair roof, 

and update the electrical system. $350;000 (2021-2022) 

 Northwest Cultural Center and Meeting Place:  The site is Sacred Land and the Coast Salish 

people need a place for cultural activities. Materials for the open-walled longhouse and 24 

mini cabins — $50,000 (2021-2022) 

 Smart WIFI technology for the farm includes in-kind contribution from Comcast, this is 

necessary for our smart systems and real time education programs — $250,000 (2020-

2022) 

As we write this, our team is already working to raise the needed funds for the restoration. The 

County might not have money, but it has resources. If there is a will, there is a way and we want 

to find the way to what is best for the people, the future generations and what is the most respectful 

toward the people who gave this farm to the public and trusted it to the residents of the Puget Sound 

area. 

Thank you for your time, 

 

Zsofia Pasztor Jane A Hutchinson 

Founder / Co-Executive Director Wildlife Program Director 

Farmer Frog Farmer Frog 

 

Sufayatu Issaka Sudhir Ralhan 

Board President Board Vice President 

Farmer Frog Farmer Frog 
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cc: Friends of Paradise Valley Conservation Area: 
Tom Tiegen Snohomish County Parks & Recreation 

Amy Lucas, Snohomish County Parks & Recreation 

Russ Bosanko, Snohomish County Parks & Recreation  

Linda Neunzig, Snohomish County Agriculture Coordinator 

 Josh Baldi, Director, King County Water and Land Resources Division 

 Michelle Connor, Forterra (formerly Cascade Land Conservancy) 

 Terry Ryan, Snohomish County Councilmember, District 4 

 Sam Low, Snohomish County Councilmember, District 5 

 Stephanie Wright Snohomish County Councilmember, District 3 

 City of Woodinville Councilmembers  

Jeanette Henderson, Lloyd Family Representative 

Janice Zahn, City of Bellevue 

John Stokes, City of Bellevue 

Jeremy Barksdale, City of Bellevue 

Claudia Balducci, King County Councilmember District 6 

Kathy Lambert, King County Councilmember District 3 

Manka Dhingra, Washington State Senate, District 45 

Marko Liias, Washington State Senate, District 21  

Vandana Slatter, Washington State House of Representatives, District 48 

Narima Amin, Global Social Business Partners 

Dr. Pierre Mourad, University of Washington-Bothell 

Dr. Akhtar Badshah University of Washington Evans School of Public Policy 

Kathy Coffey, Leadership Snohomish 

Tami Farber, Leadership Snohomish 

Shelly Bowman, Leadership Eastside Graduate 

Mary Embleton, King Conservation District 

Kate Riley, Snohomish Conservation District 

Bryce Taylor, GLY / NAIOP 

Chatell Wallace, Edmonds Community College 

Duwamish Thomas, Duwamish Tribe 

Dave Ramstad, Everett Historical Society 

Ellen Southard, Salmon Safe Program Coordinator 

Aaron Clark, Stewardship Partners 

Hannah Colwell, Whole Foods 

Jennifer Magnuson, Comcast 

Dale Gellner, Mutual Materials 

George Osborne, Historical Restoration Expert 

Gwendolyn Walsh, Neighbor of the Lloyds 

Kristin Kelly, Pilchuck Audubon Society  

Megan Dunn, NW Center for Alternatives to Pesticides 

Joseph Erikson, Edmonds School District Teacher 

Chris Bellecourt, YMCA 

Scott Forslund, Providence Health 

Doug Robertson, Miracle Food Network  

Lorna Smith Western Wildlife Outreach  
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Sufayatu Issaka, Farmer Frog 

Sudhir Ralhan, Farmer Frog 

Marie Pettie, Farmer Frog 

Ed Gregory, Farmer Frog 

Kajhyla Washington, Farmer Frog 

Aida de la Pena, Farmer Frog 

Maizy Bear, Farmer Frog 

Jennifer Fuentes, Farmer Frog 

Georgiann Denny Lilgreen, Farmer Frog 

Marlen Boivin Farmer Frog 

Jane Hutchinson Farmer Frog  

Danica Lerner Farmer Frog 

Aria Johnson Farmer Frog 

Szabolcs Pasztor Farmer Frog 

Nick Waite Farmer Frog 

Crystal Liston Farmer Frog  

Jessica Wallace Farmer Frog 

 

 

Appendices are on the following pages. 


